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Welcome to the Summer edition of Mia Mia magazine where our theme 
is ‘Hope’. What a beautiful word! And we have many wonderful thoughts 
of hope to share.

As I write this we have many things to be worried about - the 
drought, violent storms, homelessness, family breakdown, poverty.... 
In these times as always we can look to God in hope. I’m sure each and 
every one of us has a story of hope to tell. ‘And we know that in all things 
God works for the good of those who love him, who have been called 
according to his purpose.’ Romans 8:28.

I am fortunate to live in a beautiful part of the world. Here in 
Toowoomba each year we celebrate the coming of spring with our 
Carnival of  Flowers. Even though there was not much rain, the gardens 
were a delight. Our church is always decorated and many tourists come 
to marvel at the floral displays or to sit a while in the church to listen to  
our Music Festival. Our theme this year was Poetry in Motion and I was 
overjoyed that one of my poems was included in the display.

As has been the custom for several years, members of our branch 
of Mothers’ Union worked for many hours to make cards and posies 
which were hand delivered to isolated people in our community and to 
folk in nursing homes. A busy time for all, but an opportunity to share 
Christ’s Love, to remind lonely people they are not forgotten in the 
bustle of the Carnival.

Our next issue will concentrate on the MULOA process. Whether 
you are actively involved in the workshops or not, we’d love to hear your 
ideas of how by listening, observing and acting, Mothers’ Union can 
move forward in contemporary society.

Many blessings

Susan Skowronski
Editor

The desert and the parched land will 
be glad; the wilderness will rejoice and 
blossom. Like the crocus, Isaiah 35:1
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Rev’d Anne Kennedy

‘Have you given her a name yet?’  

‘Yep, we are calling her Scarlett Hope!’

My daughter and son-in-law tried to conceive a child for two years, then endured five rounds of IVF 
treatment.  After deciding IVF was taking a heavy toll on Melissa, they took a break – and a few months 
later, just a week before beginning their sixth round, they discovered they’d fallen pregnant naturally.  Their 
joy was immeasurable, as was ours!  

Her pregnancy that was normal for the first few months, then Melissa complained of itchiness for no 
reason – there was no rash, no indication of irritation, but the itch persisted.  I checked Google (not reliable 
for a proper diagnosis, but sometimes it can help), and read about ICP – Intrahepatic Cholestasis of Pregnancy.  
I read about itchiness, maternal deaths, stillborn babies – and immediately told her to see her doctor.  

Melissa was quickly admitted to hospital for tests, and remained in hospital - itchy, exhausted, and 
miserable - for two weeks before Scarlett was born by caesarian section at 37 weeks.  She stayed in hospital 
for another two weeks with Scarlett, who then stayed for three more weeks.  Scarlett, although prem and 
with a few feeding problems, was born well and healthy, praise God, and within hours, Melissa lost all sense 
of itchiness and, apart from needing a liver function test six months later, she’s recovered very well.  Scarlett 
is beautiful, smart and a joy to be with (this is Nan speaking, of course!)

There are enormous pressures placed on young people, especially those who might be having difficulty 
conceiving.  Parents and friends push the issue, often unaware of the trauma the young couple are going 
through – ‘Oh, we didn’t invite you to our son’s first birthday, because everyone there had children, and we 
thought you’d feel out of it’ – for instance.

The dictionary says that hope is ‘an expectation and 
desire combined; feeling of trust’.  Hope is something that 
we experience, supported by our faith in God.  Abraham 
had this hope – Abraham believed and hoped, even when there 
was no reason for hoping, and so became ‘the father of many 
nations.’ Romans 4:18    

The reverse is hopelessness, where there is no answer, 
no solution, no future.  Hopelessness can take people to 
dark places and what we do and say affects fragile people.  
Pray for them, encourage them, include them – show them 
that they really do belong and have something to offer you 
and this world.

We Christians live in the love of God, and in the hope 
of the Resurrection that will bring us to eternal life.  Just as 
Scarlett Hope’s birth was the culmination of ‘an expectation 
and desire combined; a feeling of trust’, we continue to hope 
and to trust in God’s provision of medical staff to assist those 
diagnosed with ICP – and I urge you to talk about ICP, and 
to be aware of pregnant women who say ‘I’m itchy!’
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Recently we completed a trip to Darwin and then traveled 
by train to Adelaide on the Ghan. Being late October, 
many along the way were expressing hope for the coming 
wet season. A few early showers, early mangos and other 
changes in the flora and bird life were pointing to the 
hope of an early wet season. A wet to bring renewal and 
replenishment to the many parts of our continent that are 
experiencing drought. Hope was definitely in the air.

As Christians we have hope in our Lord Jesus 
Christ. Hope in his promise that we will be provided with 
all we need. In Matthew 6:25-33 Jesus tells us not to be 
concerned about our lives, what we will eat or what we will 
wear. Instead we are to strive for the Kingdom of God and 
all the things that we need will be given to us.  

Hope sometimes comes in different forms and in 
ways we don’t expect. There are times in life when our 
hope is put to the test and it is hard to see how our hope 
and the realities of life match up. For example, when a 
friend or relative becomes ill, we pray and hope for relief, 
healing, maybe even a miracle cure. However, our hope 
is not always fulfilled as the weeks go by and the friend/
relative’s illness continues unrelentingly. Where does that 
leave us in relation to our hope in God’s healing hand? 
Some may suggest that we haven’t prayed with enough 
expectation. Others who appear to get what they pray for 
may leave us feeling inadequate in our prayer life. I don’t 
think either of these views are right or helpful. Instead 
I wonder if our idea of what we hope for is too narrow 
or uninformed in relation to the Kingdom of God. Our 
understanding of hope in God is limited by our human 
understanding. Perhaps God’s miracle is occurring in 
ways that we don’t immediately recognise at the time. We 
may need to reframe our hope and recognise the blessings 
experienced in the smaller realities of life. 

Advent and Christmas give us an opportunity to 
examine our hope in the Lord as he informs and guides 
our Christian life. Let’s stop for a few minutes and reflect 
on the hope that Mary would have had for her life.  I am 
sure Mary would not have envisaged being pregnant out 
of wedlock, or having to make a long journey in the late 
stages of pregnancy, or delivering in a stable. Yet God was 
in those situations to strengthen and guide Mary. 

What are your hopes for the coming of Christ anew 
in your lives this Christmas?

How will you use this Advent to prepare yourself to 
receive the blessings of the Christmas tide? 

Our hope is in you Lord
Robin Ray
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Those whose besetting sin ISN’T ice cream may think 
this confession is a trite example of HOPE, FAITH 
and LOVE – and they’d be absolutely right. It is a 
word we use, as we use love or faith, in everyday 
conversation, such as ‘I hope you have a wonderful 
birthday’ or ‘when I failed my exams I lost faith in 
myself ’ or ‘he loves his car more than me’.

CHRISTIAN HOPE hasn’t anything to do 
with hoping to lose weight, go overseas, have sunny 
children, or any of the other advertised bringers of 
peace, love and happiness. We do pray like mad that 
our estranged family will ring up out of the blue. But 
CHRISTIAN HOPE doesn’t guard us against tragedy 
or unhappiness. So what can it do, what can it make 
of us that isn’t already there in our lives of worship 
and actions which arise from our love of God and our 
neighbours? How can it help us deal with the tragedy 
of a beloved child’s death or the betrayal of a spouse?

A question that may be helpful is to ask, ‘What 
or who do I base my HOPE on?’

This question turns the idea of HOPE away 
from something that is going to satisfy my wants, 

even my spiritual wants, towards HOPE as a spiritual 
insight, a quality to be longed for and to grow in us.

The great Reform hymn writer, Joachim 
Neander, banished from his preaching post, spent his 
last young years wandering in the countryside, writing 
hymns. He brought his love of God’s creation and his 
understanding of biblical themes to produce some of 
the most loved hymns such as 

Praise to the Lord, the Almighty, the King of creation! 
O my soul, praise him, for he is your health and  

  salvation!

The youthful Joachim may have received his 
inspiration concerning HOPE in the Old Testament 
sense of God (YAHWEH) as the hope of Israel from 
Psalm 7:5 ‘For you, O Lord, are my hope, my trust, 
O LORD, from my youth’ when he wrote:

All my hope on God is founded; 
he doth still my trust renew. 
Me through change and chance he guideth, 
only good and only true. 
God unknown, he alone 
calls my heart to be his own.

CHRISTIAN  HOPE

Lesley McLean

I just LOVE icecream. I HOPE I don’t get fatter when I eat this 
triple flavour cone. I have my FAITH but when my love of ice cream 
overwhelms me and I succumb and gobble the triple flavour cone 
my FAITH doesn’t seem to be any help and my HOPE becomes 
HOPElessness as the inches pile on.
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CHRISTIAN HOPE looks toward God 
in Christ. The new dimension is the Resurrection 
– THE great Christian Hope. How differently 
does life look in the Light of Christ’s Resurrection? 
We have New Life indeed. The tragedy, the family 
breakdown, yes, even death of a loved one take 
on a new dimension. With Christ living in us we 
have a whole new and living hope, a delightful and 
glad Hope. In Christ ALL things are made new. I 
suppose Hope then is an inward joy, a freefall of 
trust that has the power to banish Hoplessness.

Of course we are mortal; that is the human 
condition and it depends on the cycle of sin and 
death, health and illness, gladness and sadness, love 
and hate. These are the events and conditions with 
which we are proved – like metal in a furnace. And 
with us and in us is the call of God ‘to be his own’.

The Letters in the New Testament, the 
reflections of the Early Church on Jesus’ life, death 
and resurrection, set out the base of our HOPE. 
They state that HOPE is eternal life, it is our 
salvation in the future. And it has been achieved 
through the Resurrection, God’s mightiest act, what 
Paul calls ‘the ground of our hope’ (Romans 5: 1-5). 
When Paul says, ‘by hope we are saved’ (Romans 
8:24), readit carefully. Paul doesn’t mean we are 
saved by ‘hoping’ that we’ll get a pass to heaven. 
Hope, in the New Testament sense, is an awareness 
of the future of life with Christ that is based on 
Faith in his resurrection power.

I find hymns such a satisfactory way to 
worship and learn the faith. James McAuley, a 
twentieth century Australian Roman Catholic, gives 
us access to Christian resurrection Hope in poetic 
language.

By your kingly pow’r, O risen Lord, 
All that Adam lost is now restored: 
In your resurrection be adored.

Sing the joyful Easter cry, 
Let all times and peoples listen: 
Death has no more victory, 
Sing Christ risen, sing Christ risen.

I was reminded in September of a fact of 
Christian life which is the epitome of HOPE and 
it is this: that each time we suffer a loss it is, as it 
were, a small death, and subsequently each time 
we arise from that loss, we are not only brought to 
new life but also prepare ourselves for the end of 
our mortal (little practice runs) and in so doing lose 
the fear of death itself. This is truly a reason to give 

thanks to Father, Son and Holy Spirit with another 
McAuley hymn:

In faith and hope and love 
with joyful trust we move 
towards our Father’s home above. 
 
Christ, our star, our map, our road 
To the Father’s high abode. 
 
In faith and hope and love 
with joyful trust we move 
towards our Father’s home above. 
 
Christ, our bread along the way; 
Christ, our rescue when we stray. 
 
In faith and hope and love 
with joyful trust we move 
towards our Father’s home above. 
 
Christ, our shelter, Christ our friend, 
Our beginning and our end. 
 
In faith and hope and love 
with joyful trust we move 
towards our Father’s home above. 
 
Christ, our hope and our reward; 
Our redeemer and our Lord. 

 James Phillip McAuley

Lesley McLean 
National Prayer and Spirituality Coordinator

Hymns All my hope on God is founded AHB 465; 
TiS 560
By your kingly pow’r, O risen Lord   AHB 
306; TiS 386
In faith and hope and love   AHB 
555; TiS 628
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Chris (my husband) and I met when we were 18. We were both in high school – I was at the girls’ school 
Chris at the ‘brother’ school, and we met at a prefects’ afternoon tea. We started going out just before the 
beginning of University and then got married in the middle of our 4th year there. 

All I wanted to be when I grew up was a mother. I was happy to teach too, but I really just wanted to 
be a stay at home mum, like my mum. So when I was 22 we decided to try and have a baby. It took us a few 
months to fall pregnant but I didn’t have any trouble from that point. I was a little morning sick, queasy and 
headachy but that was all and by 12 weeks that had all passed. 

At 18-20 weeks the hospital recommend an ultrasound to check on the baby. So, as Chris was at school 
teaching I went off on my own to have the scan. In the waiting room I sat next to a lady who had lost a 
number of babies due to a congenital abnormality and was very anxious about her scan. I was unconcerned.

While I was having the scan the ultrasound technician was reasonably positive about our baby’s 
development but told me they just needed me to get another person to have a look. As you can imagine I 
was only slightly perturbed. I didn’t really know of anyone whose baby had had an abnormality at the scan.

By the time I was referred to the foetal medicine unit, had a scan with the head of the department and 
told I should ring Chris, I was understandably very concerned. They still hadn’t told me what was wrong with 
my baby, but I knew something was. 

Chris arrived, and they told us that our baby had polycystic kidneys and there was nothing they could 
do for it. It would stop the baby’s lung development and not have enough amniotic fluid. 

We were devastated. How and why could this have happened? Surely babies should be born healthy in 
20th century Australia? I knew a few people who had had a miscarriage, but I didn’t expect it to happen to 

I want to share wIth you my daughter Beth’s story 
and how she knew hoPe In the mIdst of Brokenness. 
thIs Is her story...

Hope for Broken Lives

Christine Jensen with Beth Braga
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me. That was the exception, not the rule. 

We were told our baby would live while I carried 
him until the moment of birth. We were encouraged 
to have a termination but decided to let our baby live 
the life God had given him and I carried him to term. 
Jonathan was still born in September 1996. 

I know many of you have untold suffering in 
your lives. Grief and deep sadnesses, loneliness and 
injustices. There is much injustice in our world. It is 
a broken place. We just have to watch the news on 
television to see how desperate people’s lives can be. 
The world is not a perfect place. This is not how God 
created it to be. 

 The Bible is a realistic book. It fully portrays a 
world made perfect by God, yet because of humanity’s 
desire to live life without God, it has become a world 
that is full of suffering, brokenness and injustice. It 
reflects our broken relationship with God. What we 
are looking for is a world of no more suffering, a world 
of justice where people can be treated fairly, a world 
in which we can be forgiven and a world in which we 
have a proper relationship with God.

But God gives us hope. Hope for justice and 
the world being made right. In the last book in the 
Bible, Revelation, in chapter 21, John talks about the 
wonderful future that has been offered to us. 

‘There will be no more death or mourning or 
lying or pain.’ That sounds wonderful doesn’t it? So 
much to be longed for.  An end to hurtful things of 
this world. Justice and hope. 

Romans chapter 8, tells us how we can have 
this hope. The apostle Paul talks of the love that God 
has for us and how we can have a proper relationship 
with him, despite the injustices of this world. 

‘Christ Jesus who died – more than that who 
was raised to life  - is at the right hand of God and is 
interceding for us.’

He gave us his Son, who died instead of us, 
who brought forgiveness, who defeated death and 
who gives us hope for the future. God longs for our 
relationship with him and gives us the means to 
achieve it through the death of his Son Jesus. And it 
is through Jesus we will see the world made right as 
is talked about in Revelation 21. We will see an end 
to the sadnesses that surround us and a world in right 
relationship with God. This is the hope that sustained 
us in the saddest period we have ever known.

Chris and Beth have been married for 24 years 
and now have 7 children ranging from 21 to 5.

This photo of Dr Paul Craven and myself was taken 
following the Overseas & Northern Luncheon 
at New Lambton. Dr. Paul received his yearly 
donation for NICU (Neonatal Intensive Care 
Unit-John Hunter Hospital).  This cheque is made 
available by members generous help over the year, 
buying cards and Mothers Union goods etc.  

As a former Diocesan President and hospital 
visitor a lot of my thinking was, as I reflect, based 
on hope.  The following is a description of the 
word:   Hope is an optimistic attitude of mind 
based on an expectation of positive outcomes 
related to events and circumstances in one’s life or 
the world at large. As a verb, its definitions include: 
‘expect with confidence’ and ‘to cherish a desire 
with anticipation.’

I think we in Mothers Union all hope that 
we can continue our work in the community and 
especially on the lines of NICU and what we can 
in a small way contribute to this most worthwhile 
project. Whilst visiting the babies over many years, 
I always hoped I would have enough bootees, there 
was always plenty and lots over. God is so good.  It 
is the same with the baby bundles that are lovingly 
made up by our Hospital Visiting Co-ordinator 
– there has always been plenty – thanks to the 
kindness of all our members. 

There is a verse in the Mia Mia, ‘Love is 
of giving in so many ways thinking of others on 
all our days.’How good is it to belong to such an 
organisation as Mothers Union!

Laurel Brook

MU Newcastle Supporting 

Neonatal Intensive Care Unit
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How many times do we use or hear the word hope.  God knows that at some point in 
our lives we will struggle to find and hold onto hope. We may even challenge our beliefs 
and question our faith.  Personally, I have been down this road.  Many do find the path 
back. Often people lose hope and give up their faith, or marriage; parents give up on their 
children because it becomes difficult, those who live in war-torn countries wondering if 
they will ever again experience peace in their lives. The displaced looking for a new home, 
beginnings and opportunities. People who are diagnosed with serious illness or have lost 
loved ones under tragic circumstances. We see the ones who lose their income and wonder 
how they will support themselves and families. If we lose hope we can lose our ability to 
dream for the future. There are no aspirations. 

Rejoice in hope, be patient in tribulation, be 
constant in prayer. Romans 12:12

Sometimes on our news we have seen incredible odds where following disasters, rescuers haven’t given up 
hope of finding people even animals alive. Often dangerously, by putting their own lives at risk, they keep 
going.  Then that joyous moment when it happens, someone is found alive, amid the many who have perished.  
It gives them that adrenalin rush to keep going. There is the excitement maybe more have survived.Those 
who spent days buried under rubble didn’t give up hope of being found and led to safety. Even in darkest 
moments when things appear impossible, people do not lose hope.  

We can give people the gift of hope and be an influence on them for the future, whether it be from 
governments, doctors, scientists, parents, priests, teachers, coaches, friends and importantly as Christians.
In one way or another everyone has heard or learnt about MULOA. Mothers’ Union Listening, Observing, 
Acting is a global process offering a common approach and toolkit to lead us beyond 2020.  

During one of the sessions, led by Iritana at the Zone C Conference in Auckland, she gave a great example.  
We are like a big old double-decker bus, we are being called back to the workshop for maintenance, a make-
over and refuel. Then it’s ALL ABOARD again!   

God is our hope and strength to guide us into the future as we continue to walk in Mary Sumner’s footsteps.
As Christians, God has given us the greatest gift of hope. Whatever troubles we have experienced in this life, 
through the death of his son, our saviour Jesus Christ, we have the promise of his eternal kingdom.

Please, fly your banners high and wear your badge!             God bless you all.      Denise Lay
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My young friend is expecting a baby. She and her husband are happily choosing names, buying prams and 
baby seats and painting the nursery. As they prepare, I’m sure they also have hopes and dreams for their baby. 
Will he or she be sporty? Or bookish? Or both? Will he or she be playful? Sombre? A people-person? A leader? 
A thinker? Will they rise to fame or live a quiet life? 

Unlike my friend, Mary had no nursery to paint, no cute clothes to buy and no need for a car seat or 
pram. She didn’t even need to think about a name for the baby she was expecting. However, as she waited for 
his birth she did have much to reflect on. What had the angel meant by saying, ‘He will be great and will be 
called the Son of the Most High. And the Lord God will give to him the throne of his father David and he 
will reign over the house of Jacob forever, and of his kingdom there will be no end’1? What did it mean that 
he would ‘save his people from their sins’2? Surely these words gave her cause to expect great things for her 
son. On the other hand, what did Simeon mean when he said that, although Jesus would accomplish much, 
she herself would suffer personal, soul-piercing anguish? In his childhood, did Mary have any idea that the 
crowds who would follow Jesus so enthusiastically would desert him, turn on him, and leave him to suffer a 
painful, agonising death, crushing all hope of a glorious future for him? 

The gospel writers leave us in no doubt that those who followed Jesus and looked forward to the 
ushering in of a Messianic order of peace and the restoration of Israel were shocked and bewildered by the 
way his life and ministry came to a crashing end. This didn’t look glorious; it looked for all the world like 
utter defeat. Had they put their hope in a fraud? Was Jesus nothing more than a charismatic story-teller? 
Twenty one centuries later, we might be tempted to ask ourselves the same questions-are we  fools, putting 
our hope in a fairy-story, a fraud?

Thankfully, just as Jesus’s first disciples could answer these questions with a resounding ‘No!’ so can 
we. We, like they, can rejoice that death could not hold Jesus; not defeat him. That he is, in fact, alive and 
reigning. 3 What looked like defeat was victory. Victory over selfishness, greed and personal aggrandisement. 
Victory over the very human desire to do our own thing rather than God’s. Victory over all that separates 
us from God. And this victory is what gives us a hope which does not depend on our health, our wealth or 
any other circumstance. This hope is not vague or wistful. It is not like my hope that there is enough in my 
account to cover my bill when I swipe my card at Woolies. This hope is sure and certain because it is backed 
up by Jesus’s ‘money in the bank’ guarantee-his resurrection. In the words of J.B. Phillips’s paraphrase, ‘…by 
two utterly immutable things, the word of God and the oath of God, who cannot lie, we who are refugees 
from this dying world might have a source of strength, and might grasp the hope that he holds out to us. 
This hope we hold as the utterly reliable anchor for our souls, fixed in the very certainty of God Himself in 
Heaven, where Jesus has already entered on our behalf…’4

My friend and her husband have no way of knowing whether the hopes they hold out for their baby 
will be realised. None of us knows the future nor whether any of our earthly hopes might be fulfilled. But if 
our hope is in Jesus, the ‘utterly reliable anchor for our souls’ we can rejoice in whatever circumstances we 
find ourselves. Like Mary, we can say, ‘I am a servant of the Lord…my soul magnifies the Lord, and my spirit 
rejoices in God my Saviour.’5

1  Luke 1:32-33
2  Matthew 1:21
3  Luke 14:36-47
4  Hebrews 6:18-20, The New Testament in Modern English, 1958
5  Luke 1:38, 46-47

A Hope That is Certain
  

CHrIstIne BraIn
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For the past few years MU Sydney has had a table in the foyer of synod 
to promote the work of MU Sydney and in many cases to introduce 
members of synod to Mothers’ Union. There are 250 parishes in Sydney 
so with MU Sydney branches in less than 40 we have a long way to go.

This year our aim was awaken an interest in how MU Sydney can help 
support marriage and family life in their church. We had a new poster 
designed that was large and couldn’t be missed. 

HOW CAN MU SYDNEY HELP SUPPORT MARRIAGE & 
FAMILY LIFE 

 IN YOUR CHURCH?

Then on our table we had answers to that question with brochures 
available to support the answers.

* Supporting Christian parenting - with brochures on Families Equip, 
and the one-off seminar sessions on Parenting in a Technological Age, 
Parenting Developing Brains and Building Resilience in Children. We 
included advertising for our February Seminar “Between a Rock and a 
Hard Place - Trusting God when life doesn’t make sense.” 

* Connecting  with families in your community - brochures on 
Hospital visiting and Court work

* Reaching out to families across the world  - Information on our 
overseas project.

Of course we had the new AMUA brochure and our MU Sydney 
brochure. And to top it off was a free MU Sydney pen. 

We were encouraged by the number of conversations we had and the 
opportunity to support the churches in our Diocese. We even had a three 
minute speaking spot in Synod and members were challenged  to join us 
in prayer for women across the world standing firm for God’s word and 
upholding Christ’s teaching on marriage and family life by going to  our 
website musydney.org.au and signing up. 

Our prayers are vital as we remain steadfast, immovable, always abounding 
in the work of the Lord. (1 Corinthians 15:58)

MU 
Monday 

at 
Synod

Christine Jensen
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Celebrating what we cannot see
 

The street where I live has some gloriously wonderful trees.  For half the year they are covered thickly 
in green leaves, giving shade and adding to the beauty of the street.  At the moment, though, they are 
grey and stark and totally devoid of any colour.  Beneath the trees are the remnants of the seed pods 
which grew from the last season. I recently tidied up these pods.  Not only to make my front lawn look 
a little tidier but these particular pods are a trap for anyone who forgets they are there and makes the 
mistake of walking out barefoot to collect the paper!  As the biblical phrase goes … Let the reader 
understand!! 

So, I raked and gathered and cleaned up those dangerous items 
from my front lawn.  Then looked out over the lawn and was able 
to celebrate what was not there any more.  Some tidying up is like 
that.  We tidy and clean and sort and afterwards what had been 
worrying us can not be seen.  How can we celebrate something that 
is not there any more?  

Life is certainly like that sometimes.  Life in general and in 
particular the life we are called into in God.  We celebrate what IS, 
and we also celebrate what is NOT.  Finding love we can celebrate 
the absence of loneliness and doubt and being alone.  Finding 
forgiveness and acceptance we can celebrate the absence of guilt 

and fear and feeling rejected or cast aside.  Finding the embrace of God and forgiveness of God we can 
celebrate the absence of the separation which was there between ourselves and one who loves us as we 
are, accepts us as we are, knows us as we are, and who calls us to be truly who we are, not living with 
the masks which distracted us.  

I looked again at those seed pods which were so dangerous and yet also strangely attractive.  I realised 
that in them there was also something to celebrate which could no longer be seen.  What make the 
spiky points which threatened to do damage to the soft tissue on the soles of my feet was the explosion 
of new life from within the pod.  Each sharp point was the edge of a capsule which had contained a 
seed.  And now those seeds had been released.  They had escaped and flown and been blown off into 
the world.  

Most of the seeds will end up returning to the earth, organic matter to be recycled into more organic 
matter and replenish the cycle of life.  Yet SOME of those seeds 
may also find a place to take root.  Some of those seeds may find 
a space and situation in which they can begin to grow, and be 
allowed to flourish, and in time be more of those beautiful trees 
which provide shelter and shade and delight.  For that absence I can 
also be thankful.  The seeds that I can no longer see are potential 
for a future I may never see, but at least I know that there is life 
which continues in some way.

Be thankful for what you see.  Be thankful also for what you can 
no longer see, whether that be release or a delightful mystery 
unfolding beyond the glimpse at the corner of your eye.  In all of 
that find inspiration to be more deeply aware of the wonder of this 
world in which God blesses us.

Paul Mitchell
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REPORT FROM ALICE HARE ROCKHAMPTON

‘The best conference I have been to’ was the comment of one of the 86 
participants who attended the State/Provincial conference of Mothers Union in 
Rockhampton in August. ‘Great speakers’, ‘Inspirational’ and ‘Spirit led’ were 
other comments.  

The Theme of BEFRIEND was teased out to call us to Be Ever Faithful, Resourceful, Inclusive, 
Enduring, Nurturing and Devoted with a view to sustaining and growing our organisation.  

The Rev’d Narelle Kidson helped us see what a healthy, happy MU should look like, sound like and 
feel like.  Dr Robin Ray challenged ideas on outreach and inclusiveness – stimulating discussion on MU’s 
need to do things differently and move with the times.  A city Librarian demystified electronic media and 
demonstrated how to access the internet and the MU Website. An Editor’s frustration was shared by Susan 
Skowronski (Mia Mia magazine) when she, assisted by Neville Blunt, entertainingly requested branches 
desist from sending reports filled with ‘and then we had a cup of tea with a nice cake made by Mrs Bloggs’.

Narelle Blunt (Publishing) and Susan had fascinating display tables of publications and items for sale 
including the new blue MU shirt. 

Look after yourself before you can look after others was a message shared by speaker Rev’d Delfina 
Trail whose topic was Burn Out. This spoke to many of us who are so busy and constantly tired trying so 
hard to do our Christian mission work with so few helpers.  

Sunday was a happy and holy time to end the Conference with an inspirational service led by Bishop 
David at the beautiful seaside church of St James. This was followed by a joyous lunch and bus drive along 
the coast road. 

REPORT FROM JENNIFER MURRAY
 Promotion & Development 

BRISBANE DIOCESE

QLD PROVINCIAL CONFERENCE 2018 

The last of our travellers finally arrived by Tilt Train 
to a great welcome, Hallo! How are you, did you have 
a good trip? Some very weary folk didn’t attend Mary 
Sumner Service with a Candle Liturgy – this was 
conducted by Bishop David and Rev. Claire Dewar.

It was down to business in earnest on Friday. 12 
tables were positioned around the room and each table 
aptly named buddies, companions, inclusive, friends, 
resourceful friends, encouragers, supporters, faithful 
friends, ever friends, be friends, devoted friends and 

nurturing friends.   A fitting tone to the conference. 
There were 7 to 8 people to each table taking part in 
group discussions throughout. 

Morning Prayer and Bible Study were first on 
the agenda.  Dr Robin Ray the first presenter took 
us on a wonderful journey of The Bible and MU 
Objects.  Each part of our Objects was married to a 
Bible References and how they may assist us to live 
more fully into the MU Objects? 
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Inclusive starts with “I”

•	 We should try listening more than talking.
•	 Build relationships without expecting them to 

embrace a structured worship service.
•	 Increasing the wellbeing of women and 

children.
•	 Mentor others into roles.
•	 E membership online. Maybe one 

way to connect with the younger 
generation through social media.

Inclusiveness is about attitude, belief 
and action that welcomes all kinds of 
people. Includes people who are different 
treating them fairly and equally. Jesus 
models inclusivity for us.  She quoted Micah 
6:8 What does the Lord require of you but 
to do justice, and love kindness and walk 
humbly with your God.

Change Management and How to 
adapt to a modern World  was another lively topic. We 
dissected this with positive change versus negative. 
The younger generation may prefer to meet Sat/
Sun in a more informal situation. Maybe there are 
different ways to encourage them to our movement.  
Many women priests were well represented, one being 
Rev’d Narelle Kidson who took us through Nurturing 

each other and our Communities. She introduced a 
game on Nurture and What does this Word Include. A 
lively topic with much discussion throwing around 
many nouns and adjectives describing the word. 
Narelle followed up with Women’s Business, How God 
works through Women. Priscilla was given as a very 
fine figure.

Diocesan Presidents presented their reports and 
spoke on what each branch is doing. Unfortunately 
some have closed while others have formed cluster 
groups of 3 to 4 people meeting for coffee and 
discussing MU. 

There were many great quotes but some 
really stood out. “ A true friend is non-judgemental 
and will stand by you through thick and thin”. 
“ G o d  i s  o u r  s e a r c h e r  o f  o u r  h e a r t s” .  
Our final day finished with a Church service at 
St. James, Yeppoon, a church only 4 years old 
overlooking the sea God’s beautiful creation.  

Unfortunately the Rockhampton Cathedral was 
unable to be used as a result of structural damage 
which occurred a couple of years ago. A wonderful 
brunch followed and what a feast it was. Well done 
good and faithful servants. The wonderful hospitality 
continued ferrying those to the airport while the 
others remaining were given a cook’s tour of Yeppoon 
and Emu Park. 

The Rockhampton Diocese 
can be very proud of a job well 
done and the excellent bonding 
of their committee. A resounding 
success, a joyous time of friendship 
and fellowship. The next Provincial 
Conference will be held in Townsville 
in 3 years’ time.

Jennifer Murray.
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Old Friends Meet

At the recent Provincial Conference held in 
Rockhampton, two friends who served in the Royal 
Australian Air Force in 1959, 1960 at School of 
Radio at Ballarat Victoria and hadn’t seen each 
other for nearly 60 years renewed their friendship. 
Sylvia Dryden (nee Baldwin) is a MU member from 
Maryborough Qld and Mabel Quakawoot  (nee Yoh 
Yea) is a MU member in Mackay.   They were both 
overjoyed to have had the opportunity to talk about 
their lives and MU and church experience since those 
very different times all those years ago.   

St Mark’s MU, Warwick celebrated its 111th birthday 
on 10th September commencing with a Eucharist 
conducted by member, The Rev’d Barbara Diery in 
the Lady Chapel of St. Mark’s Church. 

Pam Peachey, Nancy Collins and Elaine Stewart were 
presented with their 10 year certificates. Our birthday 
celebration concluded with a picnic on the banks of 
the Condamine River and the cutting of the birthday 
cake. 

Bramble Bay MU Brisbane diocese at their 39th 
Birthday meeting making the red ribbons for World 
Aids Day

ST ANDREW”S KYABRAM 

Kyabram MU celebrated Mary Sumner Day with  
Rev’d Linda Osmond, MU Chaplin for Bendigo 
Diocese as guest speaker. Rev’d Linda opened with 
a Prayer Service where we lit a candle for each 
prayer.  Rev’d Linda sang a lovely song/hymn she 
wrote herself, and handed out small copies of Mary 
Sumner’s Prayer,  suggesting we learn it and use as 
part of our Morning Prayers. Members enjoyed an 
English Afternoon Tea.

BRAMBLE BAYST. MARK’S WARWICK
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ST AIDAN’S PARKDALE
YMD  to  MOTHERS’ UNION

1958 – 2018

 On 22 August, we celebrated our 60th Anniversary, beginning with a Service of Holy Communion, celebrated 
by our Vicar – Rev’d Daniel Gebert. Mrs Joan Goodes, our President, presented a brief history of our branch 
– Y.M.D. to Mothers’ Union. Our Guest Speaker Mrs Joy Freier gave an interesting and encouraging talk 
on her early life. 

Mrs Freier presented a 50 Year Badge to our member Mrs Dawn MacKay.  Memorabilia from early 
minute books, letters from link branches in PNG, and a 
photo album of earlier celebrations of our anniversaries 
complied by our member Mrs Rosalyn Lucas, were on 
display. Mrs Margaret Tye, who has been a member of our 
group for 55 Years, cut the cake which was made by one of 
our members Mrs Marian Brown, and decorated by June 
Bryant, our Children’s and Families Minister at St Aidans. 
We enjoyed a delicious lunch together, catching up with old 
friends and visitors from several MU branches, including 
Mrs Marilyn Airey, our Southern Region Co-ordinator.

Above: Margaret Tye cuts the cake
Left: Joy Frier with Dawn MacKay and Joan Googes

bendigo winter gathering

This year we were warmly welcomed at St. Luke’s, White 
Hills for our Gathering together and Council meeting. 

Our Guest Speaker was Sammy Lysaght who 
organizes the Mums 4 Mums group in Bendigo, a group 
of volunteers who help young families by providing 
support with everyday issues, which a lot of people take 
for granted. 

Their free Pop-Up Op Shops are only one of the tasks 
they undertake, and to help them out with storage the 
Mothers’ Union Executive in Bendigo purchased plastic 
tubs to make things a little easier for them. Sammy and 
Joshuah are pictured with the tubs.

Leone Tress
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Anglican Mothers Union Australia, through our Northern Outreach Fund and the Training 
Fund for Indigenous Women, has been able to contribute to the ministries of men and 
women in the Diocese of the Northern Territory for many years. 

The recent Mission Partners Consultation, hosted by the Bishop of the Northern Territory, Bishop 
Greg Anderson, was a wonderful opportunity for me, representing AMUA, to meet local clergy, to hear first- 
hand of the challenges and joys of ministry in the Northern Territory and to brain-storm with other Mission 
Partners about ways we can work together to serve the people in remote communities as well as those living 
in larger towns.

It was a particular joy to meet Colleen and Gayangwa, two ordained Aboriginal women serving in the 
diocese, both of whom live on Groote Eylandt. These women have benefited from training at Nungalinya 
College and workshops to develop their skills which we support through our Funds. Their faith and commitment 
to serving Jesus in their communities was both humbling and inspiring, as was their plea for more help. 

The diocese faces many challenges. It is large in area, but has a sparse and transient population, most 
of whom have little or no connection with the church. There are many different languages spoken in the 
remote communities, but only one (Kriol) has the entire Bible available, and many have no Bible in their 
heart language at all. The high cost of living and difficulties of travel in the wet season make support of clergy 
in remote areas very difficult. I came away from the 3-day Consultation more convinced than ever that we 
in AMUA have a responsibility to continue to work with other mission agencies, such as CMS, BCA, ABM, 
Bible Society, Scripture Union, Wycliffe Bible Translators and AuSIL in support of the work being done to 
proclaim the Good News of Jesus in the Territory, and also that the help we do give is very much appreciated. 

Above: Colleen and Gayangwa from Groote Eylandt, Kate Beer and myself
Below:  The group of mission partner representatives who attended the consultation

NEWS FROM THE ‘TOP END’ 

Christine Brain
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A few years ago, MU Sydney expanded our Deanery Days to reach 
out to people who aren’t currently MU members. We took a theme 
from our very successful February Outreach Seminar and MU 
Sydney Executive arranged speakers on that topic for each of the 
meetings, which we now call Area days.

Usually we have a first speaker who gives a Bible based talk on the 
topic. A second speaker gives practical applications and we finish 
at lunch time so people are free to head off or stay and chat further 
over lunches they have brought with them. The Wave of Prayer is 
often part of the conclusion of the meeting but is sometimes earlier. 
This provided an easy way for members of our local Branches to 
invite friends to a mini seminar and to publicise these meetings in 
the churches in their local areas.

Contentment was the theme of our 2018 Area Days which we held 
in seven venues around Sydney. Speakers included women who had 
experienced personal difficulties, as well as MU leaders. They were 
Christine Jensen, Mary O’Brien, Margaret Fuller, Karen Watt, Beth 
Braga, Lee Carter, and Wendy Mayer.

All speakers acknowledged that society tries to foster discontent as 
a means of selling products, but that our contentment comes from 
our relationship with Jesus, not from what we have or what we can 
do. We are content that He is with us in this life, and for the future 
He has prepared a place for us in heaven with Him.

This year a program was prepared for use following the Area Days to 
help members have additional discussion on the topic in a branch 
meeting if they wanted to. The branches that used it reported 
positively; their members had found it added to their understanding 
and gave them an opportunity to share their own stories.

We also held an Area Day for our combined Sudanese branches, 
particularly focusing on the important role communication plays 
in parenting. Christine Jensen and Ann Cunningham were our 
speakers and Wendy Mayer directed a take home craft on the Lord’s 
Prayer, our MU Sydney Bible Study topic for this year.

Wendy Mayer

MU Sydney Area Days 2018
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St John’s Hervey Bay 

CrOCHETED ruGS FOr KIrAMI HOME

AMuA Members in Hervey Bay have crocheted 
squares which have been joined together to make 
18 bright rugs.  These very attractive rugs were 
presented to residents at Kirami Home in Hervey 
Bay in August.  These were very gratefully 
received.  Attached. Photo of AMuA members 
with crocheted rugs at Kirami Home.

ANYONE FOR BREAKFAST?

For 10 years, members of the Auburn Riverton 
branch of Anglican Mothers Union Australia have 
been serving breakfast to students of Riverton & 
District High School.
This has been highly successful and appreciated by 
the 25 -  35 students particularly from outlying 
areas, who catch the bus early in the morning.

We are very excited that the Primary School has 
now decided to take up this program and we will 

be serving breakfast to students there, once a week.                                                       
Elizabeth Harris

Auburn Riverton
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Correspondence from Western Australia   
Festivals

Recently I attended an anniversary of a chapel here in Western 
Australia celebrating its 130th year.  Old hymn books were used and 
those who couldn’t see well had their memory of favourites to help 
them.  It was memorable to see those we only see at such occasions.  
A large cake was shared and the bonhomie stayed with us for days 
I am sure.  What does this say about celebrations and festivities?  

The event made me recall the abundant Harvest Festivals of 
the past, when fruit, grapes and melons, jars of jam and pickles, 
cakes and bread, were brought in to celebrate harvest. On a visit 
to England in the 1980’s I was taken to Salisbury Cathedral for a 
Harvest Festival.  To celebrate such events is deep in our experience.  

 Festivals we celebrate at MU are  special to us.  They are not the same as a service at parishes, even the 
Eucharist we share with fellow parishioners.  At MU festivals we come together with fellow members from 
branches to celebrate our shared aims and objects, our shared belief that it is important to persevere, to endure, 
to have faith, and hope. Food on the table for a Festival lunch or afternoon tea, will resemble somewhat 
the abundance of a Harvest Festival, for I am sure you have noticed women of faith have the capacity to 
produce and share beautiful food. When banners are processed into the service, we can feel the significance 
that branches have come together for a special event to share what they hold as important, such as seeking to 
uphold marriage and family life, the raising of children in such an environment, encouraging one another, and 
caring for those who have met with adversity.  The aims and objects of such a group should bind us together. 

When the choir leads us in worship, and the hymns are sung with passion, we know we are attending 
a Festival.  When the sermon reminds us of our shared womanly experience with that of Mary--when the 
Festival falls on the celebration of the mother of our Lord--and reminds members of what we hold within 
us of Mary’s qualities, and of what is possible with the vision of Mary Sumner, we know we are experiencing 
a Festival—there is passion here, there is work that has been invested in this event that makes us know the 
value of belonging to such a group through the ages.  And it is cause for celebration.  

The North Beach branch at St Michael and All Angel’s provided the venue for 
this year’s Northern Area Festival, and we came home feeling we had truly been at a 
special event.  One member, Beverly Sweet, received an award for twenty five years 
of membership. The celebration for the Southern Area took part only weeks later at 
St. Andrew’s in Shelley, and different as the Festivals were, they were both successful 
because of the work and thought that had gone into their planning. In place of a 
Sermon we heard thirteen members read from a prepared script on thirteen women 
of the Bible, from Sarah through to Priscilla.  The Shelley/Riverton branch was 
celebrating its 50th Anniversary, so Patricia Pearce who formed the branch fifty years 
before cut the cake. Members, some receiving long service awards, stood around her, 

celebrating a journey for all members.  Jan Trench, a member for fifty years came to buy cards available from 
the Publications Department of MU. Consider the outreach provided by these ‘cards for all occasions’, sent 
to friends far and wide.  Thanks to all those involved in the production 
and distribution of cards and diaries and other merchandise.

I began with those Harvest Festivals of the past, but our Festivals now 
are connected, they are seed-beds of our faith and of MU in the future: 
We are told the seed (the Word of God)  has been planted in us, can abide 
in us, and ‘bear fruit’ (Mark 4 : 14-20).  As this edition of Mia Mia is 
the final one for the year, we approach with renewed hope our wonderful 
festivities for Advent.  From Western Australia we extend our blessings 
to all readers and their loved ones. 

Faye Davis

Beverly Sweet

Shelley/Riverton
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Stained Glass 

dedicated to mark 

130 years of 

Mothers’ Union

 the island of

 Ireland
The All Ireland President of the Mothers’ Union, Phyllis Grothier, with Archbishops Michael Jackson and 
Richard Clarke, and MU All Ireland Chaplain, Dean Raymond Ferguson, alongside the newly commissioned 
stained glass marking the 130 years of Mothers’ Union in Ireland.
Photo Credit: Church of Ireland

The highlight of the All–Ireland Triennial Thanksgiving Service of the Mothers’ Union (MU) in October at 
Christ Church Cathedral in Dublin was the dedication of a stained glass plaque commissioned to celebrate 
130 years of the MU in the island of Ireland last year. The Archbishop of Dublin, Dr Michael Jackson, led 
the service; and the sermon was preached by the Archbishop of Armagh, Dr Richard Clarke, the Primate of 
the Church of Ireland.

The stained glass plaque features a tree with 13 branches, representing the 13 decades of MU in Ireland. 
It echoes an initiative that took place year to mark the anniversary: the planting of 12 trees across Ireland, 
one in each diocese. 

Archbishop Richard said, ‘If the Church as a whole does not understand what is going on around us, then 
we must sink into irrelevance.’ He said that giving thanks for the companionship and Christian witness 
MU provided could not be taken for granted and pointed to the MU’s foundation in prayer. MU also had 
a vital role to play in ensuring that people in Ireland did not become complacent about systemic injustice, 
gender–based violence and the exploitation of women and children.

‘Mothers’ Union has reminded all of us that gender–based violence is always in our midst’, he said. 
‘Mothers’ Union has worked to make us more aware, more conscious and more alert and for this we give 
thanks. . . Mothers’ Union has much to offer in this chaotic world. To you it may seem insignificant but 
nothing is insignificant when it is touched by Christ.’

He added: ‘Mothers’ Union cares about families. Mothers’ Union cares about justice for women and 
children and you help the church to explore these moral issues. . . You bring a different perspective which 
can enable the wider church to act with compassion and give a wider dimension to thinking.

‘Mothers’ Union is about the totality of the family and the family in joy but equally the family in pain, the 
family in need, the family faced with the pain of letting someone go. Please be ready to help the rest of us 
make good judgements about complex issues.’

He concluded his sermon with the personal prayer of Mary Sumner – the founder of the MU:

All this day, O Lord, let me touch as many lives as possible for thee; and every life I touch, do thou 
by thy spirit quicken, whether through the word I speak, the prayer I breathe, or the life I live.

Credit: ACNS
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Looking Forward – Looking Back
Dear old Slim Dusty entertained his fans with his last song: Looking 
Forward -Looking Back. One of the features of growing old is doing just 
that. When we meet old friends we often recall the ‘good old days.’
When I first joined MU, the group of 
young mothers talked about their 
children and latest achievements, 
and plans for the future. We were 
all motivated to serve God and 
His church. We had the energy 
to organise fundraisers and to 
volunteer for the commitments of 
church life.

Christian 
life is looking 
forward 
and looking 
back. We study the Bible to learn 
through history how to trust God, 
and draw wisdom from the sins and 
triumphs of Israelites. We have all 
the teachings in Jesus’ ministry to 
contemplate. Looking back educates 
us in the outcome of different 
actions.

 We are so blessed to have been 
raised in the era of discipline and 
training in Christian living. We need 
to constantly thank God for all His 
goodness over our lifetime. As we 
age, we may not have the health nor 
energy to be active, but we can still 
look forward through our deepening 
faith. Patience to listen to others, pray 
for them, and speak words of comfort 
and encouragement to others is 
looking forward.

One widow who lives in my village 
is nearing her hundredth year, but she 
is still using her talent for piano playing 
to make music for others to sing. She 
was so appreciative of a volunteer 

helper that she organised promoting 
him for a Government award. What 

loving encouragement!

Our clergy put a lot of 
thought, prayer and organisation 
into festivals. They look back on 
past events in order to improve on 
them, and present the best efforts 

all round-
-liturgy, 
sermon, 
music, 
readers and 

refreshments; and of course, their 
cheerful, loving handshakes at the 
end.

The Holy Spirit is constant 
in His influence. Our sleepless 
nights or times of meditation are 
often visited by inspiration or 
ways of developing new ideas 
to improve peoples’ lives. God 
sends the angels to protect us 
and sometimes to impart a helpful 
word or two.   He knows all our 
thoughts, and blesses us when we 
follow His prompting.  He speaks 
through another person to correct 

or motivate us.

From time everlasting, God is 
looking forward. If the world situation 
horrifies us and our hearts sink, be 
assured that God knows the whole 
picture. He looks forward to the end 
of strife, and to sharing with us the 
wonder, beauty and peace of Heaven. 
So, look back, but keep looking forward!

Judith Arndt
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Jesus Me and a Cup of Tea

Anne Scott

You may think that serving a ‘cuppa’ is no more 
than offering sustenance but it is much more than 
that.  A ‘cuppa’ also seems to be an unlikely gift 
from God, doesn’t it?

How many times have we all suggested a 
‘cuppa’ when people are feeling lonely, dejected or 
bereaved; not only at those times, but also when 
there is something wonderful to celebrate or you 
simply want to spend time with a friend: at any 
time really!

This marvellous creation of tea and all that 
it embodies, the goodness it gives to health and 
happiness can only be what our God intended but 
of course God’s plans for us have not always been 
followed and even the  humble beverages of tea and 
coffee have managed to be the cause of upset & 
wars by human beings.

Tea as a beverage dates back 5,000 years.  
According to Chinese legend, Emperor Shen Nung 
was the first to discover its comforts while sitting 
under a tree boiling his drinking water from a 
nearby stream, when leaves from a Camellia tree 
fell into his bowl.  The agreeable taste prompted the 
genesis of tea drinking.

Tea as a commercial commodity has a history 
of its own.  Before there 
was oil, there was tea.  
The original ‘black gold’ 
has been the social fuel 
of the British Empire 
since the 17th century.  It 

filled the coffers of the East Indian Tea Company 
and the treasury of the British Empire and even 
started wars!

A tax by the govt on tea, both in the UK 
and all colonies lasted from 1689-1964.  We are all 
aware of the controversy it caused in Boston USA 
which history records as the Boston Tea Party which 
in turn started the War of Independence. This tax 
heralded the conversion of the Americans to coffee 
as a protest against the tea tax.  Drinking coffee was 
considered an expression of freedom.

Tea trading also started the Opium Wars 
between China and the British.  China refused to 
accept British goods as payment so unscrupulous 
merchants started smuggling opium into China as a 
trading agent for tea, which caused havoc with the 
social fabric of the Chinese population. The Opium 
wars were the catalyst for the British merchants 
to establish tea plantations in northern India 
(Darjeeling) and later in Sri Lanka formerly Ceylon. 
The Tea Exchange where millions of ‘tea-chests’ 
are traded annually is still in London, whereas the 
Coffee Exchange is in New York.

The custom of taking of afternoon tea is 
attributed to Anna, 7th Duchess of Bedford in the 
early 1800 because she would get hungry long 
before the dining hour of 8.30-9.00pm as was the 
custom in those days.

Tea was originally a very expensive product 
and highly prized by the ‘well-to-do’.  Kept in 
locked specially made tea caddies it was the sole 
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province of the lady of the house.

The ultimate social standing with the upper 
class, so it seems was taking tea with the ‘church’.  
Tea and coffee could be taken without causing 
inebriation and so acceptable in the eyes of the 
strict Christians of the day.

Tea also unwittingly contributed to the 
emancipation of women.  Women in general were 
first introduced to tea on a wide scale when tea 
houses opened the last 1800s, providing a place 
for unchaperoned ladies to meet friends without 
sullying their reputations.  As unescorted females 
they were able to discuss matters of importance 
such as politics and votes for women.

Tea breaks at work are a tradition which 
began about 200 years ago when work began at 
approx. 5 or 6 am and employers allowed a break in 
the morning when food and tea were served.  Some 
more considerate employers allowed a break in the 
afternoon as well.  

The traditions of tea taking were well 
established by the early 1800s and continues to 
be today only second to water as the preferred 
beverages of the world at large.  

Tea arrived in Australia 
with the first fleet and was the 
drink of choice – available to 
all and not reserved for the 
drawings rooms of the privileged.  It has inspired 
poetry, jokes and songs within our culture.  Tea 
invokes a sense of nostalgia for Australians 
representing times of togetherness and friendship.  
This was especially true during conflict, with 
Australian soldiers abroad, being mailed packets of 
tea to remind them of home and as a comforting 
pick-me-up.

Some interesting facts about tea and coffee

•	  Tea bags were first introduced during the 
bombing of warehouse in England during 
World War II.  With rationing being so 
severe everything had to be used so the tea 
dust on the floors was placed in small bags.  
Thankfully tea bags today are considerably 
better.

•	 The first tea in Australia was planted at 
Bingal Bay in 1884 (120klm south of 
Cairns).

•	 It takes between 3 to 5 years growth before 
tea leaves can be harvested.

•	 Caffeine was on the International Olympic 
Committee’s list of banned substances.  A 
ban could be enforced after drinking 5 cups 
of coffee.

•	 Tea is good for your health.  It contains no 
sodium and has only 4 calories per cup, is 
free of additives and artificial colours.

•	 Tea (especially green tea) is naturally rich in 
fluoride, making it good for teeth.

So the tea plant may seem a small part of this 
marvellous creation of the earth we have been given 
by God but it can be put to so much good and the 
cuppa still sustains us and comforts us.  It allows us 
to gather in large numbers or to enjoy it alone.  In 
fact it is one of the few things in life that we can 
truly enjoy on our own.

By the creation of the Camellia shrub, 
God has provided us with so much more than 

sustenance.  He created an 
opportunity to keep our bodies 
healthy;  to refresh our bodies 
during work;  to keep company with 
family and friends;  as an excuse 
to meet and discuss all manner of 

things;  and most importantly to minister in a non-
threatening way to those in need!

A cuppa on our own allows us time for prayer 
or to read our bibles or any book, or the paper and 
gives us time to reflect as we while away the hours. 
Together a cuppa allows us to share memories and 
laughter, to exchange ideas, to comfort and heal, to 
clear the air, to restore our energy.

The phrase “Let’s have a cuppa and think 
about it”, has been said many times, by most of 
us I am sure and has been the solution to many 
problems by just simply taking some time out and 
having a think while sipping the tea.

So when you have your next cup of tea or 
coffee pause and thank God for the Camellia shrub 
in all its flowering beauty and for the sustenance it 
leaves provide, but especially thank God, for Jesus 
and for you and me and for that cup of tea! 
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‘I hope it is fine for the picnic next Saturday’. How many times have you heard this type of statement, or said 
it yourself? In many ways the use of the word ‘hope’ in this type of sentence erodes the value of the meaning 
of the word when we read it frequently in the Bible. It is really more ‘wishful thinking’ than a true expression 
of hope. That is not to say we could still hold out hope for a promotion, for success in exams or that our 
house may sell. The dictionary tells us that hope is to cherish or something we desire with anticipation, to 
expect something beneficial in the future. If we anticipate something, we usually make plans in preparation 
for that something to come about – that is the strength of the word anticipation.

Is it ‘wrong’ for a Christian person to hold such hopes? Is the Christian hope something more?  In the 
Prayer Book funeral service, we have these words used frequently – ‘faith and hope’, true faith and a sure 
hope’, and a ‘sure and certain hope’. The well known love chapter in 1 Corinthians 13:13 concludes ‘And 
now these three remain: faith, hope and love. But the greatest of these is love.’

I love playing with words. Please allow me to play just a little. With the word ‘hope’, we have hopeful 
and hopeless. ‘Faith’ gives me the same extensions – Faithful and faithless. May I suggest that there is a direct 
connection? Faithful links to hopeful, faithless links to hopeless. If our life is one that is full of faith, I suggest 
it is also a life full of hope. The Hebrews Hall of Faith (Hebrews 11) links faith and hope very clearly. ‘Now 
faith is confidence in what we hope for and assurance about what we do not see.’

So, as a Christian we do well to ask ourselves ‘Am I living a faithful life? Is my life full of faith … in an 
Invisible God that I cannot see?’ Trusting the answer to this question is positive, can we ask the same question 
‘Am I living a hopeful life? Is my life full of hope?’ What is the sure and certain hope – the words used to 
send our body to be buried? What is the thing that gives us confidence and assurance as written in Hebrews?

If I have faith in the God of the Bible, by connection I also have hope (in a very strong and real sense) 
that the God of the Bible is the God of my life. God speaks to me in a ‘living and active’ way through the 
Bible that is ‘living and active.’(Hebrews 4:12) Jeremiah 14:22, following a lengthy statement the Lord gave 
to him to make to the people concludes ‘Therefore our hope is in you.’ Throughout the Bible the terms trust 
and hope are also closely linked. God’s desire for our life is that we learn to trust in Him, trust He is with us 
‘to the very end of the age’ (Matthew 28:20 – Jesus’ last words on Earth), trust while we cannot see God we 
believe He exists and He is Sovereign in the affairs of men (Daniel 4:17), that ‘in all things God works for the 
good of those who love him’ (Romans 8:28) and nothing can separate us from the love of God (Romans 8:39).

The ‘sure and certain hope’ that is mentioned in the funeral service is not just for the end of our life. 
It is something for the right here, right now circumstances of living. Psalm 121:8 assures us (note the word 
assures) ‘the Lord will watch over your coming and going both now and evermore’. We can’t get more right 
here and right now than the phrase coming and going can we?

The evermore part of Psalm 121 speak of Eternity. This is the full assurance God’s word promises, and 
the essence of the Gospel. Learning to live a life of faith, being faithful to our calling and to our belief now 
will help us to grow our life of hope and trust that sets into stone our belief that we will live forever with Jesus. 
The words of two hymns come to mind. My hope is built on nothing less, than Jesus’ blood and righteousness 
and the other is Blessed Assurance, Jesus is mine.

I do hope the weather is fine for your picnic on Saturday. But my greatest hope is that you learn little 
by little what it means to put your faith and trust in the One who gives us all the greatest hope – to live for 
now and Eternity in the presence of God.

‘I hope it is fine for the picnic.’
 John Cronshaw
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1. Who gave birth to Jesus?
2. What city did Mary and Joseph travel to for the census?
3. Where was Jesus born?
4. Who appeared to tell Mary that she was with child? 
5. How many miles did Mary and Joseph have to travel to get to Bethlehem?
6. How did Mary and Joseph travel to Bethlehem? 
7. How many angels spoke to the shepherds? 
8. What sign were the shepherds supposed to look for when looking for Jesus? 
9. Who followed a star to find baby Jesus? 
10. How many wise men were there? 
11. Where was Joseph from originally? 
12. Does the bible say sheep and other barn animals were present at Jesus’ 

birth?
ANSWERS on Page 30

TRIVIA QUIZ

HOPE- the best is yet to come. 

Bryson Smith, Matthias Media $14.99

This book is one of a series published by Matthias Media “…which deal with 
the important nuts-and- bolts topics that Christians need to know about 
as we walk each day with our Master...[and which ] aim to achieve a vital 
balance- that is, to dig into the Bible and discover what God is telling us 
there, as well as applying that truth to our daily Christian lives.” 

Bryson Smith achieves this aim in this easy-to-read book about our 
hope as believers. It is both clear in its treatment of the topic from a Biblical 
perspective, and encouraging in its application in our everyday lives. The 
first half of the book gives a clear and well- reasoned explanation of what Christian hope is. These chapters 
clearly explain our need for salvation and the importance of Jesus’s life, death and resurrection. As well 
as being a helpful summary for the edification of Christian readers, I think they could well be read with 
someone who may be seeking to understand the Christian faith.

The latter chapters focus on the ways in which our having a clear understanding of what our hope 
in Christ means will affect the way we live day by day. I found the chapter entitled, “Waiting for hope” 
especially helpful in light of the pressures on us to conform to the world. “Waiting wisely for the new 
creation involves clarity of focus and sharpness of thinking…And it affects every area of our lives-how we treat 
our wives, how we talk about our husbands…how we weigh up ideas, how we spend our money, how we have 
conversations, how we use our free time” (p.89) 

Included at the end of the book are questions on each chapter which can be used for both individual 
and group study.

Why not join with some friends and read, mark, learn and inwardly digest the truths which are 
expressed in this book and you will be encouraged in your walk with Jesus and God will be glorified in and 
through you.

Christine Brain

BOOK REVIEW
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WRITING IS GOOD FOR YOU
You may be reluctant to begin writing because you didn’t enjoy it in school 
and think you won’t be any good at it, but that’s no reason to be put off. Your 
writing is only for you, and there’s no teacher to judge, so it’s not important 
how good it is. Even if you struggle to express how you feel, the benefits are 
in the freedom of expression and not in the skill of the writing. This is not a 
competition, you are simply releasing your inner emotions.

Writing is not just communication with others, it is also communication with yourself, helping you to better 
understand your emotions and feelings and to find ways of dealing with your experiences. It has been proven 
to work for people with psychological disorders, so it may work for you if you have unhappiness and stress in 
your life. It may not work straight away, but over time, you will be taking steps towards better mental health 
and greater happiness whenever you put pen to paper.

Expressing emotions through words may speed healing.
Writing down your thoughts and feelings after a traumatic event can make physical wounds heal faster, 
according to a study from New Zealand. Participants were assigned to write in a journal either about their 
deepest, most innermost thoughts and feelings, or about anything except their feelings or beliefs. After two 
weeks, they had skin biopsies which left a wound on their arms. Researchers followed up until those wounds 
were healed, and found those assigned to expressively write in the journals had faster healing times than those 
told to avoid writing about their feelings. 

It could help change the way cancer patients think about their disease.
Attitude is everything, and that couldn’t be truer for people going through a life-changing experience like a 
cancer diagnosis. A 2008 study in the journal The Oncologist showed that expressive writing could help patients  
think about their disease in a different way, and improve their quality of life. Initial findings suggest that a 
single, 20-minute writing exercise led to changes in how some patients thought about their illness.

Consider it a fundamental part of your gratitude practice.
When’s the last time you counted out everything you have to be thankful for in life? Keeping a gratitude journal 
could help you feel happier, according to a study from the University of California, Davis and the University 
of Miami. The New York Times reported that people in the study who kept a gratitude journal they wrote in 
once a week for two months were more optimistic about life (and, interestingly, exercised more), compared 
with people who did not keep such a journal. 

Writing down what you’re thankful for could help you sleep better, too.
Spending just 15 minutes a night writing down what you’re thankful for could do wonders for your sleep, 
according to an Applied Psychology: Health and Well-Being study which found participants who wrote a list of 
things they were grateful for before bed experienced longer and better sleep. 

It makes your mind - and body - better.
According to a 2005 article in the journal Advances in Psychiatric Treatment, the benefits of expressive writing 
aren’t just experienced short-term - they can also 
pay off in the long run. Expressive writing has 
been linked with improved mood, well-being, 
stress levels and depressive symptoms, as well as 
more physical benefits of lower blood pressure, 
improved lung and liver functioning and 
decreased time spent in the hospital. Research 
suggests expressive writing could help people 
with post-traumatic stress disorder. 

Susan Skowronski

Right: Delegates taking part in a writing race 
at the Qld Provincial Conference
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Pause 4 Poetry
JUST RIGHT

 
Wally’s made a model of THE WORLD 
the empty box of Just Right 
as his base. 
He’s stuck on planets 
the sun, the moon and stars. 
Who’s to say his take on things 
falls short? 
His joy has truly taken wings!
I love his world 
his confidence to share 
the nature of our universe 
and find such pleasure there!

Helen Morris 
(Wally, the wonderful, is 3 and a half.)

WRITING.

Pondering.  Procrastinating.  
 Imagining.  Beginning.
Scribbling furiously.  Ideas tumbling.
Editing the draft in solitary silence.
Leaving for a while.  Then rewriting.
Stop!  Be satisfied.  Don’t keep changing.
It’s now finished.   
 Project complete.

Barbara Whitmee

HOPE

On the train
I’m fascinated by the tattoo
on a girl’s arm
of green butterflies
with outspread wings.
A symbol to embrace life’s
journey from the cocoon
of transformation.
A period of winter
of the soul going inwards,
processing one’s learnings
to emerge as a vibrant butterfly, 
expanding outwards in
increasing understanding
of the self

Sarah Muller

Goomburra

Goomburra dawning awakens my senses,
Nature’s wild spirits take hold of my soul.

Gum trees – tall ladies, models slender and sleek       
Spring Carnival fashion so proudly display.
Gum nuts and blossom, branches of grey 
in the coolness of dawn seductively sway.

Mists of the morning shroud a crystal-clear creek.
Unseen, a bellbird bids the forest ‘Awake,’     
A whipbird arrives with unmistakable crack 

joined by the bowerbird and superb fairy wren
to accompany the magpie and currawong’s song:

deep in the leaf litter –he won’t be outdone – 
Fleay’s barred frog ock-ocks to the sun.

Goomburra morning weaves its spell;
creates a mind-space I’ll carry away 

past gold-laden wattle, green orchids rare,
giant spear lilies, grass trees and oak

over rocky creek crossing, on winding dirt track
back to the city, back to where I belong. 

A place to revisit again and again
to recapture this moment of beauty serene.
My heart will rejoice and my spirit find peace

in memories of Goomburra, its daybreak in spring.   

Susan Skowronski
Goomburra is a National Park on the Main Range near Warwick, Qld. 
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ReCiPes

Contributions to this page 
would be greatly appreciated.

Date & ginger slice

1 cup dates
125 gr Butter or marg
1 dstpn golden syrup
1 egg beaten
1 cup SR Flour
¾ or 1 cup sugar
1 cup coconut
1/3 cup chopped ginger (optional)

Place whole dates into a saucepan and add 
enough water to cover. Cook until messy, stirring 
quite a lot. Add butter and syrup and ginger if 
used. When slightly cooled add the beaten egg.
Add this mixture to the dry ingredients.
Press into a lge swiss roll tin, sprinkle with sugar, 
and bake in a moderate oven for 20 -30 minutes.
Cut into fingers. [Freezes well.]

(Marion Willey, Swansea NSW)

Easy Potato and Egg Frittata

2 tablespoons (40 ml) olive oil
1 large potato, peeled and sliced ½ cm thick
6 eggs, whisked
Salt and pepper to taste

 Heat oil in a large frying pan over medium high 
heat.  Spread potato slices across bottom of pan 
and cook, turning once, until golden on both 
sides.  Remove slices and drain.  Repeat until all 
the potato is cooked.
Return potato to the pan.  Turn heat to high.  
Pour on the whisked eggs and season with salt 
and pepper.  Tilt the pan so eggs flow to the 
bottom of the pan.  Turn heat to medium low.
Cover pan with a plate and flip  to turn frittata 
onto the plate.  Slide the frittata back into the 
pan with the uncooked side down.  Cover and 
cook another 2 minutes.
When frittata is finished cooking, remove from 
pan and drain briefly on paper towel before 
serving. Serves 4                 

Leone Tress, Bendigo.

Cream of Carrot Soup
Ingredients:
1 kg Carrots, thinly sliced
1 medium Onion, chopped
30 grams Margarine or Butter
1 tablespoon Flour
5 cups Chicken Stock
¾  cup Milk
Method:
Melt margarine, fry carrots and onions for 5 
minutes, stir often.
Stir in flour for 1 minute then add stock. 
 Bring to boil, simmer until carrots are tender.  
Process soup in blender, add milk and return to 
low heat.  Do not boil.  Add cream before serving 
if desired.                             Leone Tress, Bendigo.

Cottage Cheese Muffins 

 1 cup cottage cheese
 4 eggs, lightly beaten
 1 cup flour
 1 teaspoon baking powder
 1/4 teaspoon salt
  4 ounces ham, diced
 1/2 cup cheddar cheese, shredded
 2 green onions, sliced

Mix the cottage cheese, eggs, flour, baking 
powder and salt followed by the ham, cheddar 
cheese and green onions, pour into a greased 12 
muffin pan and bake in a preheated 400F/200C 
oven until golden brown and a toothpick poked 
into the centre comes out clean, about 25-30 
minutes.
Note: Use any vegetable or bacon. These muffins 
freeze well!

Answers to Trivia Questions
1 Mary. 2: Bethlehem. 3 Bethlehem. 4 The angel 
Gabriel. 5 80 miles. 6 The bible doesn’t specify. It’s 
been depicted with Mary on a donkey and Joseph 
walking beside her but there is nothing to suggest this 
is correct. 7 One. 8 A baby lying in a manger wrapped 
in swaddling clothes. 9 The wise men. 10 It is not 
specified, but it is believe to be three as three gifts 
were brought to Jesus. 11 Bethlehem. 12 No
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Goomburra

Goomburra dawning awakens my senses,
Nature’s wild spirits take hold of my soul.
Gum trees – tall ladies, models slender and sleek       
Spring Carnival fashion so proudly display.
Gum nuts and blossom, branches of grey 
in the coolness of dawn seductively sway.
Mists of the morning shroud a crystal-clear creek.
Unseen, a bellbird bids the forest ‘Awake,’     
A whipbird arrives with unmistakable crack 
joined by the bowerbird and superb fairy wren
to accompany the magpie and currawong’s song:
deep in the leaf litter –he won’t be outdone – 
Fleay’s barred frog ock-ocks to the sun.

Goomburra morning weaves its spell;
creates a mind-space I’ll carry away 
past gold-laden wattle, green orchids rare,
giant spear lilies, grass trees and oak
over rocky creek crossing, on winding dirt track
back to the city, back to where I belong. 

A place to revisit again and again
to recapture this moment of beauty serene.
My heart will rejoice and my spirit find peace
in memories of Goomburra, its daybreak in spring.   

Susan Skowronski © 10/9/2013
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